NEW IFR WEBSITE
MORE PERSONALISATION, IMPROVED SEARCH, EXPANDED NAVIGATION AND A MORE INTUITIVE LAYOUT

A NEW IFR WEBSITE IS COMING, BRINGING IFR’s GLOBAL CAPITAL MARKETS COVERAGE ONTO A NEW, MORE POWERFUL PLATFORM.

WHAT’S NEW WITH THE NEW IFR

IMPROVED SITE NAVIGATION
Navigating the new IFR is easy. Content is laid out in the top header by asset class, with rollover drop-down boxes for users to drill-down by geography or other criteria. A new navigator on the left side of the page enables faster vertical page navigation.

RESPONSIVE DISPLAY ACROSS DEVICES
The new responsive website will automatically display optimally over any screen or device. Some features may be disabled over smaller screens.

MORE PERSONALISATION WITH MyIFR
Much of the content in the new IFR can be placed by users into “MyIFR” — a tool that allows users to place the information most pertinent to them based on geography, asset class, topic, etc., in one curated page.
TOP NEWS
Each day IFR’s editors curate the top stories into a separate section within each asset class – ensuring you don’t miss the most important events impacting the markets.

REFINED SEARCH
Searching in the new IFR is fast, logical and powerful. Searches are conducted by news, issuer or deal. Multiple easily-editable filters, including geography, asset, issuer and more, are provided to make searches highly-focused.

As you begin to type in the search box, IFR instantly begins populating the search field with possible hits, covering all areas of the IFR platform. Headers inside the search results show which category the search results have been returned from.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE NEW IFR
Visit http://www.ifre.com/new-ifr-website
Contact your IFR representative or reach out to IFR via IFR.Clientsupport@refinitiv.com.